
Consistent brand messaging is a top concern for marketers. For enterprise 
marketing organizations with distributed teams, it can be a constant 
challenge. Finding the right balance between local marketing teams and 
your global marketing strategy is key to avoiding conflicted messaging and 
promoting a seamless customer experience.

Of distributed marketers surveyed indicated one of the 
biggest challenges they face is “balancing the conflicting 
needs of local marketers and corporate marketing.” 193%

Universal marketing control
Managing marketing activity at local 
and global levels across an entire brand 
doesn’t have to keep you up at night. The 
Marketing Suite’s Distributed Marketing 
tool simplifies local team management 
and gives central marketing teams 
total control of marketing activity.

Local campaign management
For brands with distributed marketing teams, 
delivering the right message at the right time 
to your most valuable audiences can be a 
challenge. Take advantage of local campaign 
management features that give regional 
marketing teams the tools to engage markets 
with coordinated, on-brand campaigns.
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With Distributed Marketing, you can:

• Centrally control marketing activity, 
including mailing calendars and approved 
senders, to ensure consistent customer 
experiences at local and global levels

• Standardize marketing content with an 
easy-to-use library of creative assets 
for email campaigns, including email 
templates, images, copy and promotions

• Securely manage millions of customer records 
and build sophisticated, pre-approved audience 
segments to share with local marketing teams

• Establish user permissions and custom 
approval workflows to empower or 
restrict local marketing activity based 
on global marketing strategy

With Distributed Marketing, you can:

• Empower distributed marketers to easily create 
and deliver dynamic emails using simple drag-
and-drop tools — no HTML knowledge required

• Build rich emails from a selection of pre-
approved resources like email templates, 
headers and promotions so local 
marketers can create personal emails 
without sacrificing brand consistency

• Enable data-driven campaigns at local 
levels with personalization, audience 
selection and suppression lists
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